
Be sure to comment if there are any moments you’d like to see recreated. 

 

Day 1: 

The Sheriff of Nottingham gave Rouge some yellow gum. She inflated to a safe level, making hard 
to reach areas easy. 

 

Kamui inflated a red signal balloon. This means the area is dangerous. 

 

Belladonna was going to use Lipomancy to fatten up Meow, but accidentally fatten herself into a 
blob. 

 

Wile E Coyote was trying to inflate a signal balloon, but somehow managed to inflate himself like 
one instead… again. 

 

Wolf, Leon, and Toy Chica were hanging out, when suddenly, Leon grabbed Wolf and Toy Chica 
and started to swell up. He was a Glutton’s Sosia set up by Freya. He bursted, then the 2 started 

fattening up at an uncontrollable rate. 

 

In the middle of a scuffle, Kass managed to shove a tire into Berrus’s mouth. He escaped from the 
ballooning assailant. 

 

Mea’s squad, consisting of Tigerwolf and Lucario, went out of bounds and were gaining weight 
exponentially. Mea managed to get back, but her squad wasn’t so fortunate. 

 

Don Karnage thought he was with Behemoth but it was a Gluttony Sosia set up by Opera. It 
started to swell up, but Don Karnage managed to destroy it in time. The real Behemoth shortly 

arrived. 

 



Leomon did a clean sweep around a mall restaurant. Who knew blended drinks could yield… 
interesting effects. 

 

Kazooie slashed Asgore with a green Injector. He slightly inflated, and Kazooie dashed off. 

 

Foxy did a clean sweep around a kitchen-like area, but had to fend off Rocket Raccoon. He 
managed to get some food and an air tank. 

 

Colleen locked Wolfrun into a combo, ending in a powerful belly bump. 

 

Wanda waddled around a mountain range. 

 

Falco felt really weird, then suddenly gained an abundance of weight. 

 

Darkwing Duck’s body armor exploded off and he did his best to repair it. 

 

Monokuma ate a bunch of Anerx's Dietary Marshmallows, getting a big, squishy belly as a result. 

 

Legosi tailors his clothes. 

 

Roadhog’s belly groaned right before puffing up. Thankfully, it stopped there. 

 

Bea’s clothes were too torn for comfort, so she had to resort to a mawashi. Hopefully she’ll find a 
replacement soon. 

 

Zorori found and put on a HETS (High Elastic Tactical Suit). It fit his ample body perfectly, like it was 
designed to stretch eternally. Unfortunately, it wasn’t as stylish as his previous outfit. 

 

Despite being very inflated, Haida still manages to stay grounded and mobile. He managed to 
deflate himself later. 



 

Dedede just noticed that he was taller. Was it because of his noticeably larger belly? 

 

Crash went on a diet, starting with deep-fried water. Why is that not surprising? 

 

Madleomon remembered a way to inflate himself on command. 

 

Tigress did a clean sweep around a manor. She was jumped by a robotic maid who immediately 
started stuffing her with an incredible amount of food. She eventually found a way to shut off the 

maid before she got too big. 

 

Pike explored the suspiciously empty and clean sewers. After toying around with the bricks, he 
found an extremely out of place door. His belly gurgled stronger and stronger the closer he got. It 

simply wasn’t going to be worth it. 

 

Katswell subdued Panthy via sitting on her. 

 

Tawanna is in denial about her size despite Yooka trying to help. She eventually realized how big 
she truly was. 

 

Pip and King K Rool smothered Renamon via ramming their bums together. 

 

Magnus started to berry up, but Vector managed to cure him. 

 

Lolbit and Salazzle trade ammo. 

 

Fox and Krystal did a clean sweep around a pharmaceutical area. They got some interesting 
restoration items and took this time to “talk”. Very odd dating plan. 

 

Bonnie's clothing starts to tear due to his expanding body. 

 



Sidon did a clean sweep around a pizzeria. He of course got pizza, but those animatronics… there’s 
something off about them. Especially the one called “Ben”. 

 

Mangle got on a bike. It immediately broke. 

 

Tailbain tried to haggle the merchant out of a Grand Desizer for free. They caught on and retaliated 
with a swarm of bloat darts. Thankfully, Tailbain had a desizer of his own on hand. 

 

Chopper got on a bike. It immediately broke. 

 

Morgana wanted Cassandra to pump him bigger, and bigger… and BIGGER!!! Now he no longer 
has a height disadvantage. 

 

Chance tried to choke out Gloria, but then Chance suddenly inflated, releasing his grip. Gloria 
escaped. 

 

Mao Mao ate some pink gum and swelled into a giant mobile ball. He used this temporary power up 
to roll over Sly and Werewolf Colleen. 

 

Wilde was hit by an air shot by Roxy. He escaped and managed to remove the air shot to stop him 
from inflating any further. 

 

Banjo was in a serious belly mood. 

 

Carmalita tried using Lipomancy on Welfin. She made herself much fatter, then smothered Welfin 
with her freshly stolen weight. 

 

Sonic picks flowers. 

 

Saberwolf started to berry up, but Penelope managed to cure him. 

 



Louis inflated himself like a balloon. 

 

Sajin found a way to inflate himself on command. 

 

Reptile's utility belt snapped off. Inventory management is going to be a pain. 

 

Hopps found some packages full of cookies. 

 

Tom Nook belly flopped onto Revali, then he started fattening himself to ensure that Revali 
wouldn’t escape so easily. 

 

Bowser thought he was fighting Undyne but it was her Gluttony Sosia. It started to swell up, but 
Bowser managed to destroy in no time. 

 

Toriel fired the Rocket Blimper, but it malfunctioned and she ended up inflating herself instead. 

 

Ricardo got stuck in a doorway. 

 

Bergamo’s newly convinced squad, consisting of Ranno and Acorn, went out of bounds and were 
gaining weight exponentially. Bergamo managed to get back, but his squad wasn’t so fortunate. 

They should have known it was a trap. 

 

Latch crafted some bloat darts. 

 

Deeja and Seth did a clean sweep of a floor in an office building. They found a lathe machine, but it 
was broken. 

 

Byakko found a way to inflate himself on command. He promptly showed this off to Cosma, who 
started to pick up on the technique. They immediately had an inflate off, but Cosma took it too far. 

 



Night 1: 
 

The Sheriff of Nottingham got stuck in a window sill. 

 

Carmalita and Opera found a hot tub with air jets. They both sat on the jets, and relaxed with their 
inflating bellies, but they had to evacuate when Rouge and Wilde were trying to sneak up on them. 

The two took over the hot tube. 

 

Deeja spent the night chugging cartons of chocolate milk, their belly expanding 5 inches for each 
one. She never had such a luxury. 

 

Leomon had a nightmare on Hydrogen St. He woke up to a sloshy belly. 

 

Salazzle settles Wanda's bloated belly. She was convinced to join Salazzle’s side. 

 

Chopper, Banjo, Vector, Magnus, and Freya hunkered down in a warehouse. It’s full of food and 
has plenty of room… enough room for Gloria to sneak around and eat almost all of the food. She 
just barely managed to squeeze her truckload of a body out of the exit, waddling a great distance 

away. 

 

Tailbain drank a diet soda. It was... filling. 

 

Roadhog had a nightmare on Sweets St. He woke up much fatter and a little sick. 

 

Revali helps Yooka deflate. 

 

Kamui drank an entire pond and swiftly, yet quietly, waddled to Pip’s sleeping body, dispensing the 
water into his mouth. 

 



Hopps had a not so minor friendly fire incident with Crash. They became enemies. 

 

Kass felt really weird, then suddenly gained an abundance of weight. 

 

Roxy blinded Bowser with a flashbang to make a quick escape. 

 

Behemoth successfully re-obtained their thin form in their sleep… somehow. 

 

Bonnie went out of bounds and became immobile before he could return. 

 

Morgana and Bergamo decided to rest at a manor. They found a shut down robotic maid 
surrounded by an incredible amount of food. Totally safe. 

 

Ricardo was having a horrible nightmare where a burnt man kept inflating him while making air 
based puns. He woke up a big creaking balloon. 

 

Zorori smashed Seth against a wall with his butt, leaving a large, butt looking imprint. 

 

Penelope thought she was fighting Tawanna but it was her Palloncino Sosia. It started to inflate, but 
Penelope managed to destroy it in time. 

 

Werewolf Colleen had a nightmare on Slime St. She woke up much fatter and covered in some 
strange substance. 

 

Pike ate a pear. Suddenly, his belly and butt were huge. 

 

Haida inflated a yellow signal balloon. This means the area has some valuable loot, so stay up and 
collect it. 

 

Legosi managed to convince Bea to inflate herself for some kind of tactical advantage. 



 

Byakko helps Mangle deflate. 

 

After a long night of stuffing himself silly, Tom Nook gently patted his belly. Suddenly, he started to 
swell into a big fat blimp. 

 

King K Rool got stuck in a window sill. 

 

Sidon tried comforting Reptile by complimenting his large, chunky body. 

 

Madleomon consumes and/or steals Kazooie's supplies while he is asleep. 

 

Katswell and Foxy called it a truce for the night as they proceeded to stuff each other. 

 

Colleen found a hot tub with air jets. She sat on one of the jets and relaxed with her now inflating 
belly. 

 

Asgore and Monokuma had a “mini” eating contest. Asgore was clearly the winner. 

 

Darkwing Duck successfully re-obtained their thin form in their sleep… somehow. 

 

Falco and Rocket Raccoon did a clean sweep around a carnival. They took this opportunity to have 
some fun. 

 

Latch couldn't get enough jelly beans, until his belly started rapidly swelling. Thankfully, he could still 
move, but barely. 

 

Saberwolf turned Renamon into a balloony bed. 

 

Sajin rode around on a bike. 



 

Don Karnage had a nightmare on Flesh St. He woke up much fatter and covered in... blood? It 
turned out to be some kind of sauce. 

 

Undyne was having a horrible nightmare where a burnt man kept inflating her while making air 
based puns. She woke up a big creaking balloon. 

 

Sonic had a nightmare on Sweets St. He woke up much fatter and a little sick. 

 

Chance rode around on a bike. 

 

Lolbit took a night time drive on a moped. The darkness helped conceal the fact that she looked 
hilarious. 

 

Welfin thought he was sneaking up on Tigress but it was a Palloncino Sosia set up by Mea. It 
started to inflate, but Welfin managed to destroy it in time. 

 

Wolfrun tried his best to stabilize his bouncy belly. 

 

Panthy got stuck in a window sill. 

 

Cassandra consumes and/or steals Meow's supplies while he is asleep. 

 

Fox did a clean sweep around a movie theater. He encountered Mao Mao who decided it was safe 
enough to watch a late night movie, he decided to tag along. They decided to watch “Inside Out”; A 

cheap horror movie about an evil being that kills its victims via inflating them until they burst. Dedede 
joined in and called it a truce. No need to stay quiet since they were both roasting the movie. 

 

Krystal had a nightmare on Hydrogen St. She woke up to a sloshy belly. 

 

Leon helped pump water out of Sly. That seemed very uncomfortable. 



 
 


